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Beginning Algorithms (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2005
Beginning Algorithms
A good understanding of algorithms, and the knowledge of when to apply them, is crucial to producing software that not only works correctly, but also performs efficiently. This is the only book to impart all this essential information—from the basics of algorithms, data structures, and performance characteristics to...
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The Brant and Helms Solution: Fundamentals of Diagnostic Radiology, Third Edition, Plus Integrated Content Website (Brant, Fundamentals of Diagnostic Radiology)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		We are happy and proud to offer a third edition of our Fundamentals of Diagnostic Radiology text. We cherish the fact that so many radiology residents around the country continue to use our text as we had originally intendedÐ²Ð‚”as a first read for beginning residents and as a concise...
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Atlas of Human Anatomy Volume 1: Head, Neck, Upper LimbChurchill Livingstone, 2006

	This is the new 14th edition of the classic atlas in English with Latin labels. The SOBOTTA Atlas covers the complete macroscopic anatomy in full detail and equaled quality with almost 2000 figures. The Atlas' organization by body region corresponds to the way you learn in your dissection labs. Simple new introductory schemes and general...
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Learning Classifier Systems: 11th International Workshop, IWLCS 2008Springer, 2011

	Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) constitute a fascinating concept at the intersection of machine learning and evolutionary computation. LCS’s genetic search, generally in combination with reinforcement learning techniques, can be applied to both temporal and spatial problem-solving and promotes powerful search in a wide variety of...
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The Python Standard Library by Example (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Distributed with every copy of Python, the standard library contains hundreds of modules that provide tools for interacting with the operating system, interpreter, and Internet. All of them are tested and ready to be used to jump start the development of your applications. This book presents selected examples demonstrating how to use the most...
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Enterprise Security Architecture Using IBM Tivoli Security Solutions (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
This IBM Redbook looks at the overall Tivoli Enterprise Security Architecture, focusing on the integrated identity management solution covering authentication, authorization, provisioning, and privacy, as well as risk management throughout extensive e-business enterprise implementations. The available security product diversity in the...
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Modeling and Characterization of RF and Microwave Power FETsCambridge University Press, 2007

	This is a book about the compact modeling of RF power FETs. In it, you will find descriptions of characterization and measurement techniques, analysis methods, and the simulator implementation, model verification and validation procedures that are needed to produce a transistor model that can be used with confidence by the circuit designer....
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Programming Scala: Scalability = Functional Programming + ObjectsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Get up to speed on Scala, the JVM language that offers all the benefits of a modern object model, functional programming, and an advanced type system. Packed with code examples, this comprehensive book shows you how to be productive with the language and ecosystem right away, and explains why Scala is ideal for today's highly...
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Advances in Biometrics: Third International Conferences, ICB 2009, Alghero, Italy, June 2-5, 2009, ProceedingsSpringer, 2009

	It is a pleasure and an honour both to organize ICB 2009, the 3rd IAPR/IEEE International Conference on Biometrics. This will be held 2–5 June in Alghero, Italy, hosted by the Computer Vision Laboratory, University of Sassari. The conference series is the premier forum for presenting research in biometrics and its allied technologies:...
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Data Analysis Using Regression and Multilevel/Hierarchical ModelsCambridge University Press, 2006

	Data Analysis Using Regression and Multilevel/Hierarchical Models is a comprehensive manual for the applied researcher who wants to perform data analysis using linear and nonlinear regression and multilevel models. The book introduces a wide variety of models, whilst at the same time instructing the reader in how to fit these models using...
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Learning Spark: Lightning-Fast Big Data AnalysisO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Data in all domains is getting bigger. How can you work with it efficiently? Recently updated for Spark 1.3, this book introduces Apache Spark, the open source cluster computing system that makes data analytics fast to write and fast to run. With Spark, you can tackle big datasets quickly through simple APIs in Python, Java,...
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Complete Wireless DesignMcGraw-Hill, 2008
ON THE CD-ROM


*PUFF RF/Microwave circuit simulation software
*Sonnet Lite electromagnetic simulation software
*National's PLL Design Program
*Agilent's AppCad circuit design program

Design an entire radio system from the ground up instead of relying on a simple plug-in selection of circuits to be modified....
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